Minutes of the Meeting of the
University Town Residents Committee
held at 10- C Sifwat Ghayur Road
University Town at 3.00 pm to 5.00 pm on 08.1.16

Participants:
A meeting of UTC was held to review the affairs and monitor progress on various items pending
in the priority areas. The following attended;
1. Mr. Khalid Aziz (Interim President of UTC Residents Committee)
2. Ms. Maimoona (Interim Vice President)
3. Ms. Ayesha Bano (Interim Secy)
4. Residents of University Town; Mr. Shakeel Ahmad, Mr. Inam Ullah Jan, Mr. Haroon Zafar,
Mr. Omar Akram, Mr. Saleem Jan and Mr. Sabah Ud Din.
The meeting discussed the following issues;
S.No Issues
Decision
1.
List house owners / Tenant -residents living in List will be obtained by Ms. Ayesha from
University Town.
Town-3 office or the Local Govt department.
2.

After the elections Memorandum and Articles of Mr. Sabah Ud Din will help in creating a
association will be formulated.
Memorandum and Articles of association
after the election.

3.

Removal of Iranian Consulate.

This appears to be slipping from our
implementation agenda & must be followed.

4.

Removal of Diwane Khas building from Tennis Removal as early as possible, there is no
Courts.

scope of rearrange any portion as it is an
illegal construction declared by HC.

5.

Approval of the pending MoU with Town-3 A letter will be written to Nazim to inquire
Nazim.

6.

reasons of delay?

Ending commercial use of houses taken on rent. To prevent further commercialization in
University Town Mr. Sabah Ud Din will
create a Legal Notice, then Ms. Ayesha will
get its approval form council members.
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S.No Issues
Decision
8.
Identification of Assets & properties of the UTC This will be obtained by Ms. Ayesha from
like parks/petrol pumps etc and the usage of Town - 3
incomes derived from them.
9.

Although the matter of increasing security in UT It is suggested to hire a private security
was not discussed but it is evident that the agency for UT to resolve security issue. For
security situation in the region will deteriorate. In this purpose, a subcommittee was formed.
light of the above it is proposed that the general Mr. Omar Akram & Mr. Haroon Zafar will
body may like to consider approving a security provide recommendation for hiring a security
system for the University Town that includes firm for this purpose.
installation of CCTV cameras and development
of a watch and ward system.

The meeting ended with an expression of thanks.
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